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Robert Cundick
Salt Lake
Mormon Tabernacle Organist
BY JOHN LONGHURST

Photo: Busath Photography

I

two years since the death of Robert Cundick,
and even now, those of us who had the privilege of being
his colleagues are only beginning to fully appreciate his importance to the world of the “King of Instruments” and the music of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS).
Robert Milton Cundick, born on November 26, 1926, passed
away at his home in Salt Lake City on January 7, 2016, at age
89. Robert, known by his many friends as Bob, was a devoted
church musician, composer, teacher, and family man. Reflecting
on his life and considerable accomplishments, Robert’s longtime
friend and colleague Roger Miller, University of Utah professor
emeritus, wrote: “Throughout his life, foremost in the mind of
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this faithful servant has been the desire to do and be the best in
whatever service he has been called upon to give, whether on the
organ bench, in the classroom, as a husband and father, mentor,
advocate for music and its institutions and practice, or in any of
the many parts he has played during his lengthy and productive
time on earth.”1
Robert’s early exposure to music came from church and family,
the two being closely intertwined. His great-grandfather, Francis
Cundick, joined The LDS Church in England. In 1864, at age
20, Francis immigrated to the United States where he drove a
team and wagon from the west bank of the Missouri River to the
Salt Lake Valley during the Mormon settlement of the West.
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Robert’s maternal grandparents, converts from Sweden, arrived
gan lessons. Through their 66 years of marriage Cholly provided
in Utah a generation later.
Robert with unfailing support and encouragement, and together
The Cundick home was filled with music. Robert’s father,
they raised three sons and two daughters, all of whom were given
Milton, had a fine tenor voice; he and his wife, Florence, often
music lessons. Among the children were two violinists, a violist, a
sang to their children. Florence was a pianist, and as soon as she
cellist, and a pianist. With Robert’s keyboard facility, the family
deemed Robert old enough she had him begin piano lessons with
had multiple options for small ensemble combinations. Robert
a woman who had studied with Salt Lake Tabernacle organist
wrote a five-movement suite for chamber orchestra, each moveFrank Asper. By age twelve, Robert was playing for Sunday school
ment named for one of the children. Surely its title, A Full House,
with his Aunt Fanny leading the singing, as much with her orohad multiple implications.
tund voice as with her baton. An uncle was a violinist, and Robert
Robert received his bachelor’s degree in 1949, the MFA degree
soon became his regular accompanist. When a Hammond Model
the following year, and his PhD in 1955. Since the University of
A organ was installed in the building where the Cundicks atUtah did not offer a doctorate in organ performance, Robert
tended church, Robert determined to learn to play it. He began
earned his PhD in composition under the tutelage of Dr. Robertserious organ study, first with LaMar Petersen and later, while still
son. He was the first musician to earn all three university degrees
in high school, with Salt Lake Mormon Tabernacle organist
within Utah.
Alexander Schreiner.
In 1957, Robert joined the faculty at Brigham Young University
During his years in the public schools, Robert was fortunate to
(BYU) in Provo, Utah, teaching courses in theory, counterpoint,
come under the influence of exceptionally fine music teachers who
and orchestration. Both the University and its music department
both inspired and challenged
were burgeoning, and Robert behim, recognizing his innate abilcame part of an energetic and
ity and potential. He played
supportive faculty who encourdrums and tuba in his junior
aged him and were eager to perhigh school’s marching band
form his compositions.
and formed a small dance band
Five years later, LDS Church ofwith a few musical friends. The
ficials asked Robert to accept a
instrumental music teacher at
two-year assignment to serve as
his high school created opportuorganist in London, England.
nities for Robert to play in
The Church’s Hyde Park Chapel,
chamber music ensembles and
near Royal Albert Hall and the
taught music theory to him and
Royal College of Music, conother interested students during
tained a substantial three-manual
summer vacations.
organ by Hill, Norman & Beard.
World War II interrupted
Robert played recitals six days
Robert’s continuing studies. Robert Cundick acknowledges the audience’s applause at the Robert Cundick each week, mirroring the daily
Following high school gradua- Tribute Concert at the Assembly Hall on Temple Square in Salt Lake City in recitals offered at the Salt Lake
May 2015. (Photo: Laura Seitz, Deseret News) Tabernacle. During their London
tion he joined the Merchant
Marine, serving for some 18
stay, the Cundicks basked in
months. In San Francisco, he met organist Richard Purvis and
British culture, and Robert became part of the London organ scene,
formed a lasting friendship with G. William Richards, a fine LDS
performing on several notable instruments, receiving coaching from
Church musician who was living and studying in Berkeley.
organist Robert Munns, and publishing his Sonatina and DivertiFollowing his discharge, Robert enrolled at the University of
mento for organ with Novello.
Utah. Music flourished in Salt Lake City during the post-War
Upon completion of the London assignment in 1964, Cundick
years. Prize-winning composer Leroy Robertson was appointed
resumed teaching at BYU. The following spring he was appointed
Music Department Chairman at the University of Utah. Maurice
organist at the Salt Lake Tabernacle to replace Frank Asper, who
Abravanel became conductor of what would develop into the
was retiring after some four decades in the position. Thus began
Utah Symphony Orchestra, and Willam Christensen opened a
Robert’s wonderfully productive 26-year tenure at Salt Lake
ballet department at the University and founded Ballet West.
City’s Temple Square, working alongside organists Alexander
Robert’s keyboard and sight-reading skills put him in demand as
Schreiner and Roy Darley.
a rehearsal pianist. That work, plus playing the organ for various
A demanding schedule of organ recitals and Mormon Tabernachurches, teaching piano students, and playing occasional jobs
cle Choir rehearsals, weekly radio/television broadcasts, tours,
with dance bands allowed him to pay his way through school.
concerts, and recordings fills most of the time of a Tabernacle
Robert continued studying organ with Alexander Schreiner and
organist, along with playing for the Church’s semiannual general
took courses in music theory and composition, soon coming unconferences and other events held on Temple Square. There is also
der the influence of Dr. Robertson.
a significant public relations component to the organists’ work,
During his senior year at the University, Robert married Charincluding hosting visitors, interfacing with media, answering corlotte Clark (affectionately known as Cholly), who had first caught
respondence, and serving on various internal committees.
his eye some three years earlier when she approached him for orBeyond the day-to-day work requirements, Robert released two
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builder for added costs due to the delay, but allowed for the purchase
solo organ recordings. Robert Cundick at the Mormon Tabernacle
Organ, for The Great American Gramophone Company in 1977,
of two harpsichords built by William Dowd and three new Steinway
was an audiophile project recorded directly to master disc. Each
pianos to further upgrade Temple Square’s keyboard resources.
side of the LP was recorded in one “take,” with no stopping or editRobert quickly seized on yet another opportunity resulting from
ing. Music for a Sunday Afternoon, which included several of his
the Assembly Hall renovation. He realized that the building, now
hymn arrangements, was released on the Embryo label in 1980.
with a more flexible stage area, new keyboard instruments, and air
Robert constantly looked for ways to expand and enhance the
conditioning, could function as a comfortable and attractive venue
outreach and effectiveness of Temple Square’s musical activities.
for more intimate musical events than would normally be preAmong his long-term goals was the upgrading of keyboard instrusented in the much larger Tabernacle. He sought and was given
ments at Temple Square. The first step in that direction was the acpermission to inaugurate a concert series on Temple Square, with
quisition of a two-manual practhe Assembly Hall as its home.
tice organ by Casavant Frères in
The successful series has grown
1979 for use by the organ staff. 2
to become Temple Square PerThe 1980 sesquicentennial
formances, which sponsors a
celebration of the founding of the
large number of concerts each
LDS Church provided an opyear, utilizing several of the
portunity for a new organ in the
buildings on Temple Square and
Assembly Hall, located adjacent
an outdoor stage at adjacent
to the Tabernacle in the southBrigham Young Historic Park to
west corner of Temple Square.3
provide appropriate venues for a
The stately neo-Gothic structure,
wide variety of events.
completed in 1880, accommoRobert turned his attention next
dated some 1,100 persons on pito the Tabernacle. After nearly 40
oneer-built wood benches. The
years of hard use, the Aeolianbuilding’s three-manual Kimball
Skinner organ was beginning to
organ was installed in 1913.
show its age. It was in need of
Bob and Cholly sharing a light moment with Tabernacle Organist Andrew some updating and restorative
Originally tubular-pneumatic, it
Unsworth. (Photo: Laura Seitz, Deseret News)
had subsequently been electriwork, and years of experience
fied. Although pleasant soundwith the instrument had suging, it was neither musically nor historically distinguished. Robert
gested a few tonal modifications that could further enhance its flexproposed to Church leaders that a new organ be placed in the Asibility and impact. Accordingly, an extremely meticulous renovation
sembly Hall to commemorate not only the Church’s jubilee, but
was entrusted to Schoenstein & Co. over a four-year period between
also the 100th anniversary of the completion of the building itself.
1984 and 1988.5 About this same time, Robert received permission
The proposal was approved, if the funds could be raised privately.
to implement a guest organist program at the Tabernacle to allow
Unfazed by the challenge, Robert went into the community
qualified organists an opportunity to hone their performing skills
and single-handedly raised the needed money from a number of
and become familiar with one of the world’s great organs.
generous donors. The contract to build the three-manual, 49Curiosity about that large and famous instrument occasionally
voice (65-rank) mechanical-action organ was awarded to Robert
prompts interested groups to request permission to visit the
Sipe, with installation to begin in 1980.4
Tabernacle for a demonstration. To enhance the experience for
Shortly before the anticipated delivery date, a routine inspecsuch groups, Robert envisioned a portable demonstration organ
tion of the building uncovered a worrisome structural issue in the
as a means of “show and tell.” Local artisan Eldon Ives built the
attic trusses. The installation of the organ was delayed while it was
little instrument in 1990. From this model, one can see a few types
decided how best to remedy the structural deficiency. That deciof pipe construction and compare its pipes’ different timbres. Participants can pump the bellows and learn how the organist uses
sion was not made quickly, and, as it turned out, the solution
stops to determine which ranks will sound. The concept of encaswould be neither quick nor easy. It was finally determined that
ing the organ to focus and project a more cohesive sound can be
the building would undergo an extensive renovation.
demonstrated, and the pipes can be enclosed with a system of louThe structure was gutted, and while little more than the shell revers to add dynamic control. The tracker action is exposed, and a
mained, a full basement was excavated to provide space for four reclear acrylic panel on the front of the windchest permits viewing
hearsal rooms. The aforementioned Casavant organ was installed
the pallets as they open and close.6
in one room. A second practice organ, built by Austin, was set up
upon completion of the building’s renovation in 1983. Permission
In 1987, the Church elected to close its stately 76-year-old Hoto acquire a third practice organ was later obtained. Built by Kentel Utah. Six years later, it reopened as the Joseph Smith Memorial
neth Coulter, it was placed in a third rehearsal room in 1985.
Building, repurposed to house a chapel, restaurants, a theater, sevAlthough it was disappointing to have to wait three years for the
eral public function rooms, and office space. A junior ballroom was
installation of the Sipe organ, ultimately the delay was fortuitous.
transformed into a chapel to provide a place of worship for downAdditional donations plus interest earned on the money already
town residents. Robert immediately saw an opportunity for a pipe
raised yielded sufficient funds not only to compensate the organ
organ to be installed in the space that originally served as the ball36
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room’s bandstand. The result was a
two-manual, 32-voice (45-rank) organ built by Casavant.
Robert’s involvement in the acquisition of new instruments was not
limited to Temple Square. As BYU
was planning its Center for Near
Eastern Studies in Jerusalem,7 he was
part of a small committee organized
to choose an organ for the Center’s
auditorium. That search culminated
in a three-manual organ of 39 voices
(59 ranks) built by Marcussen &
Son, installed in 1987. Following
Robert’s retirement from the Tabernacle, he and Cholly accepted a twoyear assignment at the Jerusalem
Center as directors of hosting. They
welcomed visitors, gave tours of the
facility, and provided musical leadership for the students in residence.
Robert played organ recitals and
inaugurated a concert series reminiscent of the one he launched on
Temple Square. In addition, he
was a moving force in arranging for
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir to
tour Israel, performing the Berlioz
Requiem with the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra.
When the University of Utah
added a new wing to its music building that included an impressive 680The three-manual, 65-rank Robert Sipe organ (1983) in the Assembly Hall on Temple Square, a project initiated
and brought to fruition largely through the efforts of Robert Cundick.
seat concert hall, Robert served on
the committee to select the builder
Among Cundick’s most-performed works are his songs and
for an appropriate organ. That contract was awarded to Livelychoral anthems. Three Sea Pieces on poems of John Masefield are
Fulcher, who completed a three-manual mechanical-action instruwonderfully evocative choral settings featuring virtuosic piano acment of 48 voices (64 pipe ranks plus one digital 32' ) in 2000.8
companiments. To Utah, a six-movement work for chorus and orAlthough Robert’s PhD was in composition, he viewed himself
chestra, harks back to the composer’s Mormon pioneer roots.
as an organist who wrote music, rather than as a composer who
Many of Cundick’s choral writings employ sacred texts, either
played the organ. Yet throughout his career he worked on comfrom scripture or from the writings of prominent LDS religious
position projects. Space here permits only a cursory glance at his
leaders, providing a vehicle for expression of his deep religious
output.9 For colleagues at BYU he wrote sonatas for solo instruconvictions. Two anthems, “Our God Is a God of Love” and
ments and piano, together with a concerto for piano, cello, and
“Lead Me By Thy Light,” both written for the Mormon Tabersmall orchestra. There are works for small chamber ensembles
nacle Choir, are well within the ability of most church choirs.10
and for string orchestra. Overture for a Celebration for full orchesWritten in 1977, The Redeemer: A Sacred Service of Music for
tra was written at the request of Maurice Abravanel in anticipasoloists, choir, and orchestra, is generally considered to be Robert
tion of the opening of Salt Lake City’s new Symphony Hall in
Cundick’s most profound work. Based on the life and mission of
1981. As might be expected, there are a number of organ works,
Christ, the work is divided into three sections: The Prophecy, The
including a concerto for organ and string orchestra and a substanSacrifice, and The Promise. Of The Redeemer, Robert wrote, “This
tial number of pieces suitable for recitals or worship. A foray into
work is intended to be performed from beginning to end without
musical theater resulted in the 1975 production Right Honorable
interruption. . . . No distraction of any sort, such as tuning or apSaint. Among the works for keyboard is a clever piano duet,
plause, should be allowed to break the spiritual continuity of this
Epsom, Esquire, depicting the antics of the family’s beloved beasacred musical service.”11
gle. Many of the pieces written for particular individuals or speThroughout his career Robert was a staunch supporter of the
cific occasions were never published, and a number of early pubprograms and objectives of the American Guild of Organists. In
lications are, unfortunately, no longer available.
38
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1954, he was a finalist in the young artists’ competition in San
Francisco. He was the first recipient of the S. Lewis Elmer Award
for high marks on the 1969 Associateship exam. A year later he
took the Fellowship exam, again receiving the Elmer Award. During the early 1970s, he served as State Chairman for Utah, followed
by a term as a member of the National Council. More recently, he
co-chaired a Region IX convention in Salt Lake City and has been
helpful to the Salt Lake City Chapter in a variety of capacities, including the forging of a mutually advantageous relationship between the chapter and the University of Utah School of Music.
It was my privilege to work side by side with Bob Cundick
from the time of my appointment as Tabernacle organist in
1977, until his retirement in 1991. In my role as “sidekick,” I
was usually the first person to hear about and react to the various
projects that his fertile mind devised, and I was sometimes
drafted to help bring them to fruition. Often, he would bring in
a new composition and preview it for me on the piano. Bob wrote
The Redeemer over a ten-week period during fall 1977. Every two
or three days he would have a new movement in hand; I was
amazed at the speed and facility with which he wrote. He was always appreciative of critical feedback. His writing was always
fresh and appealing, but avant-garde was not part of his aesthetic
vocabulary. I suspect he might have agreed with a remark attributed to Schoenberg, that there is still plenty of good music to
be written in C major. He explained in his autobiography: “I am
a strong advocate of tonal composition in traditional forms. I believe that one can continue to compose music that speaks to both
performer and listener in a fresh manner, using a musical language that is familiar to all.” 12
Bob and I literally worked side by side, sitting together on the
piano or organ bench to render more effective choral accompaniments. Bob began writing four-hand piano accompaniments for
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir’s 1976 U.S. Bicentennial tour.
Accompaniments for the Choir on tour had always been a concern
in venues where a piano was the only instrument available. A 360voice choir can easily overpower a piano. Bob’s reworking of
scores for four-hand performance allowed for heightened brilliance in the treble, increased depth in the bass, and an overall
fuller, richer texture.
We used the same approach with the Tabernacle organ. With five
manuals, four hands, four feet, two brains, and the Pedal Tutti to
Swell coupler,13 a far more authentic realization of orchestral accompaniments was possible. Our consummate four-hand endeavor
resulted in a CD featuring arrangements of music as diverse as a
movement from Bach’s Art of Fugue and Bob’s Epsom, Esquire. 14
In addition to a brother and sister, Bob is survived by his wife,
Cholly, their five children, 22 grandchildren, and 42 greatgrandchildren. Were he asked about his life’s greatest achievement, he would respond without hesitation, “My family.” They
were his first priority; in return, his family played a big role in his
career success. To help develop and maintain family unity and
values, Bob and Cholly built a family log cabin on the upper Weber River above Oakley, Utah. Speaking about it, he said: “We
named the cabin and property Narnia, after the land that C.S.
Lewis described in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. The
cabin was Cair Paravel, with each room named after a creature in
the novel. I built a miniature one-room log cabin adjacent. We
JANUARY 2018

filled it with toy furniture that I had made years before. We
named it The Wardrobe. The Lion King, Aslan, is a symbol for
Jesus Christ. Our carved Cabin Creed stated that we loved and
respected all who entered, and that the present was the golden
key to the future. We strived to maintain an atmosphere of peace
and happiness for all.”15
The passing of Robert Cundick closed a remarkable chapter in
the history of music on Temple Square, in The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, and beyond. So many benefitted from
Bob’s abundant gifts and abilities and have been inspired by his
quest for excellence. It is fitting that Bob chose in advance to conclude his memorial service with the hymn, “God be with you till
we meet again.”
NOTES
1. Roger Miller, “A Guide to the Works of Robert Milton Cundick,” unpublished monograph, Cundick Archive, Harold B. Lee Library Special
Collections, Brigham Young University, 2015, 1.
2. The specifications of this and all other Temple Square organs may be
found at Motab.org/organs.
3. A map of Temple Square showing the location of its several buildings
may be found at Motab.org/map.
4. John Longhurst, “The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Assembly Hall,” THE AMERICAN ORGANIST 18, no. 7 (July 1984), 37‒39.
5. Several articles related to the history and renovation of the Tabernacle
organ were published in THE AMERICAN ORGANIST 22, no. 12 (December 1988), 56‒82.
6. John Longhurst, “A Demonstration Organ for Temple Square,” THE
AMERICAN ORGANIST 25, no. 3 (March 1991), 70‒71. This article contains photographs and additional details about the instrument.
7. Jerusalemcenter.ce.byu.edu
8. Lively-fulcher.com
9. A Cundick Archive has been established at Brigham Young University’s Harold B. Lee Library Special Collections to house scores, recordings, an autobiography, letters, and memorabilia related to Robert
Cundick’s career.
10. Both are published by Jackman Music (Jackmanmusic.com). A performance of “Our God Is a God of Love” may be found on YouTube
(Youtube.com/watch?v=4uLBGE4v5-I).
11. Recordings of several works by Robert Cundick, including The
Redeemer, are available from Tantara Records (Byumusicstore.com).
Click “Search,” then enter “Robert Cundick” in the search window.
12. Robert Cundick, “The History of Robert Milton Cundick,” unpublished autobiography, Cundick Archive, Harold B. Lee Library Special
Collections, Brigham Young University, undated, 55.
13. Originally a Pedal Tutti to Great coupler, included to facilitate tuning
of Pedal pipes, Cundick saw that it could be employed for playing florid
bass lines in orchestral accompaniments and had it changed to Pedal
Tutti to Swell, where it would be even more useful.
14. Robert Cundick and John Longhurst, A Tabernacle Organ Duo
Extravaganza, Argo 430 426-2 (1990).
15. Cundick, History, Epilogue.
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John Longhurst, FAGO, retired in 2007, after serving 30 years as organist at the Salt Lake Mormon Tabernacle. He is the author of Magnum
Opus: The Building of the Schoenstein Organ at the Conference Center of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Salt Lake City.
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